ABSTRACT
Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have wide fields of application [1] [2] . As a basic problem in the wireless sensor network, the topology will directly affect the service quality of "perception" which can be provided by the sensor network and the entire network performance. A good network topology has momentous significance for the distribution of network space resources, perception of the environment, information acquisition and the improvement of network viability [3] .
Static network topology model is the most basic questions [4] . Only the sensor nodes are disposed well in the destination area can the other work and optimization be further carried on. This article discusses the two-dimensional topology model in the initial deployment of sensor networks [5] .
Generally speaking, the initial deployment of nodes mainly includes two ways. deterministic deployment and stochastic deployment [6] . But the stochastic deployment way is very difficult for the numerous sensor nodes to lay aside in suitable position. It's very easy to cause the sensor network covering unreasonable. For example, the sensor nodes have been distributed dense or sparsely in the partial target sector which seriously influence the performance of network. Thereby, the determinism deployment has been mainly discussed in this article. The sensor nodes are deployed in the certain position to cover the number of nodes is requested few as far as possible. The fixed surveillance area completely. Simultaneously. In recent years, the scholars all over the world have conducted relevant problems of topology, and certain progress has been made. Besides, some optimal topological models have been put forward. Among which, there are regular hexagon topology model [7] , plane grid topology model [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and equilateral triangle topology model [13] which is the most classical topological model. This paper discusses the three topological models and network performance.
The Topology Models of Sensor Node
Uniting the application characteristic and the system performance of wireless sensor network [14] , when deploying the nodes the factors which should be mainly considered include coverage [15] , connection and energy conservation [16] . The supposition of sensor's correspondence radius is equal to R and all the sensor nodes have similar sensation radius R.
Regular Hexagon Topology Model
The region of interest is divided into a series of closely adjacent grid of regular hexagon.
Plane Grid Topology Model
The region of interest is divided into a series of closely adjacent grid of regular quadrangle.
Equilateral Triangle Topology Model
The region of interest is divided into a series of closely adjacent grid of equilateral triangle.
The detection area can be covered completely with these three kinds of sensor network and the whole network can be kept working. The node in hexagon topological structure has three neighbor nodes at most, in plane grid topology has four and in equilateral triangle topology there are six.
When the covered area is 1000 m × 1000 m and the length of topology is fixed 150 m. As can be seen from Figure 1 , the hexagon topology network needs 40 sensor nodes, the plane grid topology needs 49 sensor nodes and equilateral triangle topology needs 56 sensor nodes. This means that, when the same size of region is covered with the same quantity of sensor nodes. The length of topology arranged in hexagon is the shortest, second is the plane grid structure and the longest is the equilateral triangle topology.
If in the network each node's wireless signal covers massive other nodes, this will cause collision frequently which affect the correspondence between the nodes, reduce the turnover rate and increase network delay.
The Result of the Experiment
The experiment will be carried in simulation platform NS2. The three kinds of topological models will be simulated and their performances will be analyzed. The parameters are established as in Table 1 . The performance indicators which will be test are showed in Table 2 .
The Experiment of Hexagon Topology
After arranging the nodes which can be seen from The data in No. 13 node expresses that No. 13 node as the source node transmits 100 data packets to No. 24 goal node altogether. The charge ratio is 0.65.
The Experiment of Plane Grid Topology
After arranging the nodes which can be seen from Figure 3(a) , the length of topology is 140 m.
The length of topology in Figure 2 is 130 m and in Figure 3 is 140 m. This means that when the same quantity of sensor nodes are arranged in the same size of region, the hexagon structure will be denser.
The ratio of reception in Figure 3(b) is higher than that of Figure 2(b) . Because the node in the sensor network formed plane grid topology structure has more neighbor nodes. The possible way for the data message arriving at the goal node will be more. Therefore the rate of receiving package is higher.
A comparison of Figure 2 (c) and Figure 3(c) indicates that the time delay in Figure 3(c) is longer. In Figure 2(c) , the time delay is 0.0350s when the data packet is transmitted from No. 20 node to No. 24 node.
In Figure 3(c) , the time delay is 0.0437s which is greater than 0.0350 s. Because each node has more neighbor nodes, not all the data packets arrive at the goal node along the shortest path from the source node. So the delay is longer. In addition, the communication nodes between the source node and the goal node are more. Wireless signals will conflict frequently when transmitting the data message. So the network delay is increased.
Consumption is more in Figure 3 structure the node will receive more of the packets. The intermediate nodes will consume more energy to transmit and receive packets. So the total energy consumption of network is more.
The Experiment of Equilateral Triangle Topology
After arranging the nodes which can be seen from Figure 4 (a), the length of topology is 160 m. The length of topology in Figure 2 is 130 m, in Figure  3 is 140 m and in Figure 4 is 160 m. This means that when the same quantity of sensor nodes are arranged in the same size of region, the equilateral triangle structure will be sparser.
The comparison between Figure 3 (b) and Figure 4 (b) indicates that the rate of receiving package is higher in the network formed plane grid structure. Although the node has less neighbor nodes in the plane grid topology sensor network, the length of topology is shorter in this kind of network. So the rate of receiving package is higher. Furthermore, in the equilateral triangle topology network each node has more neighbor nodes which induce collision for the wireless signal and affect the reception of the data packet.
Conclusions
In this paper three kinds of wireless sensor network topology models are proposed which have been simulated separately on simulation platform NS2. After the analysis we can see that the distance between the source node and goal node and the quantity of the neighbor nodes affect the charge ratio, delay and the network energy consumption. The simulation experiments show that when the same quantity of sensor nodes are arranged in the same size of region, the length of topology in the hexagon structure is the shortest, second is plane grid topology model and in the equilateral triangle topology network the length of topology is the longest. The rate of receiving package is the highest in the plane grid topology sensor network, second is the hexagon structure and the lowest is equilateral triangle topology network. Finally through a series of comparison we can see that the network reliability of plane grid topology model is the best.
